WAC 110-305-6450  Off-site activity—Emergency information and supplies. When on an off-site activity, program staff must have available:

1. An emergency consent form for each child that includes:
   a. Emergency contact information;
   b. Permission to obtain medical treatment for the child in the event of a medical emergency;
   c. A list of the child's allergies, if applicable; and
   d. Permission to administer medications, if applicable;

2. Emergency supplies, including:
   a. A first-aid kit; and
   b. Each child's required medication or emergency medicine, if applicable.

[WSR 18-14-078, recodified as § 110-305-6450, filed 6/29/18, effective 7/1/18. Statutory Authority: Chapter 43.215 RCW. WSR 12-23-057, § 170-297-6450, filed 11/19/12, effective 12/20/12.]